I&2	GREAT TRADE ROUTE
the genius which creates new things faster than simple words
can be found to define them/9
I am going to Baton Rouge for the intrepid purpose of
saying nice things about New York to Mr. Long's subjects.
But I should never have thought of that. And who is the
genius? It took the Deity seven days to make the world,
but only an afternoon to name the objects He had made.
So it can't have been He. ... It took Mr. Edison and his
assistants a matter of years to discover a filament for electric
globes, but I don't believe it took them ten minutes to call
it tungsten—or rather Ediswan, for tungsten itself was dis-
covered by Steele in 1780. And my distinguished namesake
must have called the first Tin Lizzie by its name without,
literally, a minute's thought. . . . Washington must have
someone else up its sleeve,
Perhaps it was really Franklin. It probably took him longer
to think of the name "electricity" than to feel the shock on
the key at the end of his kite-string. But why should little
old New York be a monument to poor Richard? I should
have thought that Boston, his birthplace, would have been
more appropriate—or Philadelphia. Somewhere in Pennsyl-
vania, in any case, they already have a Benjamin Franklin
highway.
§
I gave again a little half-scream after a start that, this time,
got me quite out of my ferrovian pillory. I had turned by a
natural process of association to see what that Washington
scientific periodical had to say about Pennsylvania. It was
pretty fierce, but except for some statistics did not go a great
deal beyond my own knowledge because I have been reading
up these subjects and making swallow flights into Pennsyl-
vania for some years now. . . , No, it was a point of view,
as extinct, I had imagined, as the dodo that had made me
start. I can't get the whole effect by a short quotation; it
was a cumulative affair- And this passage it was that put the
cap on my emotions:
"There are three things"—in Pennsylvania—"that will always
stand out in my imagination. , . .

